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ABSTRACT

This study describes an approach to the design and development of a tool to
support the transformation of a UML–based system model to a CPN model that can be
used for analyzing the dynamic behavior of large–scale systems. A UML–based system
model is represented using the use case model, the class model, and the collaboration
model. Rational Rose is used as interface to capture the UML–based system model, and
Design/CPN is the CPN tool selected. A prototype tool is developed to transform a
UML–based system model to a CPN model. The resulting CPN model is used to check
correctness of use case scenarios and analyze system concurrency properties such as
deadlock. The prototype tool developed in this study maps the structure of a Rational
Rose MDL file describing the UML–based system model to the structure of a
Design/CPN XML file describing the modeling elements of a CPN model in
Design/CPN. The results generated by the prototype tool are validated using two system
models: the stop-and-wait protocol system and the gas station system.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a visual modeling language that can
be used to capture functional requirements and decisions to be taken in software systems
that need to be constructed (Booch et al., 1999). It has become an industry wide
standardized notation for object–oriented development (Booch et al. 1999; Rumbaugh et
al.; 1999, OMG, 2004). Many systems models have been specified using UML notation.
A system can be modeled in UML through three different views: a functional
view, a static view, and a dynamic view. The use case model is a functional view,
whereas the class model provides a static view of a system. The interaction model
provides a dynamic view of a system.
The functional view describes the functional requirements of a system in terms of
actors and use cases. An actor is a type of user interacting with the system. A use case
defines a sequence of interactions between the actors and the system. One use case may
depend on other use cases. There are two types of dependencies. The “extend”
dependency is used to model alternative paths that a use case might take if the
appropriate conditions hold (Gomaa, 2000). The “include” dependency models a use
case that is used by several other use cases. Each use case has a set of scenarios. A
scenario is a specific path through a use case (Gomaa, 2000).
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The static view in UML is used to define the kind of objects important to a system
and the relationships among them. The class model describes the classes of objects in the
system, their attributes, and the relationships between classes. A class can be categorized
according to its role in the system, such as entity, control, algorithm, or interface (Gomaa,
2000).
The dynamic view in UML shows the history of the objects over time and their
interactions, that is, message communication occurring among the objects. There are two
models which illustrate the interaction among objects: the collaboration model and the
sequence model (Rumbaugh et al., 1999). Each scenario of the use cases is realized in
detail in an interaction model. The objects participating in the interaction model are
instantiated from the classes in the class model. A detailed description of what happens
when a message arrives at an object in the collaboration model is specified in the
message sequence description (Gomaa, 2000).
After the UML–based system model has been created, it needs to be analyzed.
Analysis of the dynamic properties of the system with respect to functional correctness
and concurrency during the early stages of the development cycle would be very
desirable, but it is difficult because the UML model is not executable. Therefore,
analysis of a system’s behavior is delayed until the model has been implemented, with
costly consequences for the system’s development process.
An approach to solving this limitation of a UML–based model is to transform it
into an executable model. The selection of an executable model depends on the goal of
the model and the characteristics of the system being analyzed. For example, statecharts
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are designed to deal with reactive systems and UML Real Time (UML–RT) is
appropriate when working with real time systems (Denaro and Pezzè, 2004). This study
focuses on the analysis of system correctness and concurrency. Petri nets provide means
for dealing with system concurrency. In particular, Colored Petri Nets (CPN), an
extension of Petri nets, are very useful for modeling software engineering problems
without increasing the complexity of the net (Denaro and Pezzè, 2004). Additionally,
CPNs offer powerful analysis tools and have a hierarchical structure to add scalability.
According to the literature review on transformation processes from UML to
CPN, several approaches have been developed. Due to the high complexity of the
systems, the practical feasibility of using CPN as a method to analyze the dynamic
behavior of large–scale UML based system models depends on the existence of software
tool support for the transformation process.

1.2 Importance and Rationale of This Research
Tool support for the transformation of a UML–based system model into a CPN
model reduces the complexity of model transformation and allows the construction of an
executable model of a large–scale system in a very short time, relative to the total time
allocated to system development.
Compared to other animation techniques, such as prototyping of the user’s
interface, the use of tool support for the transformation is faster and the resulting CPN
model shows a more complete view of system functionality, because the CPN model can
be executed with data and actual results can be compared with expected results.
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Additionally, the resulting CPN model can be analyzed, not only by software engineers,
but also by clients and users, because CPN has a graphical representation that is easily
understandable.

1.3 Organization
This thesis begins with a review of related research in Chapter II. Chapter III
addresses the problem statement and research approach. Chapter IV describes the
approach used to produce tool support for a transformation process. Chapter V describes
the tool support applied to two examples, the simplified stop–and–wait protocol system
and the gas station system. Finally, chapter VI describes conclusions of this research and
proposes further research.
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CHAPTER II
RELATED WORK

2.1 Introduction
This chapter surveys and compares research related to that described in this thesis.
It begins by introducing Colored Petri Nets in section 2.2. Section 2.3 surveys
transformation approaches, from a UML–based system model to a CPN model. Section
2.4 describes an automation approach to the transformation of a structured analysis
specification of a system into a CPN executable model. Finally, section 2.5 compares the
transformation approaches described in section 2.3.

2.2 Colored Petri Nets
Colored Petri Nets are a graphical oriented language for design, specification,
simulation, and verification of systems (Jensen, 1997). CPNs are particularly well suited
for analyzing the behavior of systems in which communication, synchronization, and
resource sharing are important.
A CPN model consists of data, transitions, places, and arcs. Data are defined in
terms of data types, data objects, and variables that hold data values. A transition is an
activity that transforms data, whereas a place is a location to hold data. An arc connects a
place and a transition and is used to specify the data flow.
A CPN data type is called a colorset. The basic colorsets are integer, string, real,
and Boolean. A colorset can also be defined as the product or combination of other
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colorsets. A data object is called a token and has an associated colorset. A variable is
declared from a data type. All CPN data types and variables must be declared in the
global declarations. Due to the fact that in a CPN, a token can carry complex
information, CPNs are classified as high–level Petri Nets.
A CPN transition is an activity that transforms data. A transition receives data
from places and performs a code segment (short computer program) when a proper guard
condition holds. The result of the transformation is sent to other places. A guard
condition is a Boolean expression associated with a transition.
A CPN place is a location that can contain tokens of a particular colorset, that is,
the place is associated with a colorset and can only store tokens matching that colorset.
The marking of a place indicates how many tokens a place stores and the values of these
tokens. It can also be said that the marking of a place is a multiset over the colorset
associated with the place. A multiset is analogous to a mathematical set, but it may
contain multiple appearances of the same element. The set of markings of all the places
in a given moment represents the state of the CPN.
A CPN arc is a directed arc that establishes a connection between a place and a
transition. The arc has a direction, either from a place to a transition or vice versa. An
arc is an input arc if it goes from a place to a transition, and it is an output arc if it goes
from a transition to a place. An arc can have an associated arc inscription, which is a
multiset expression. An arc inscription describes how the state of the CPN model
changes when a transition occurs. An inscription in an input arc is an input inscription.
Similarly, an inscription in an output arc is an output inscription.
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Arc inscriptions, variables declarations, guards, and code segments are expressed
using a language called CPN ML, which is a slightly modified extension of the functional
programming language called Standard Meta Language (ML) (Jensen, 1997).
CPN is both a theoretically well–founded and versatile language, which makes it
suitable for work with large–scale systems. One of the most important features of the
CPN language is its hierarchical structure. The hierarchy allows the user to build a large
hierarchical CPN by composing a number of smaller CPNs, called also subnets (Meta
1993). The smaller CPNs may, at the same time, be composed of even smaller CPNs. In
this way, a complex model can be expressed as the combination of small simple models.
In this hierarchical structure, a relation of parent CPN and child CPN is
established using substitution transitions and fusion places. In the moment of simulating a
CPN, a substitution transition in the parent CPN is substituted by a child CPN. A fusion
place is a pair of places, one in the child CPN (port) and one in the parent CPN (socket),
that are equated, meaning that both actually represent the same place and store the same
information.
There are three different types of ports: input for places that receive data from
other CPNs, output for places that send data to other CPNs, and input/output for places
that receive and send data from/to other CPNs.

2.3 Transformation Processes from UML to CPN
Several approaches for expressing informal specifications into formal methods
that provide a theoretical foundation have been developed outside the object oriented
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paradigm as well as within it. For example, in the structured analysis and design
paradigm, Tse and Pong (1989) introduced a proposal formalizing DeMarco data flow
diagrams through extended Petri nets. Principally, this formalization would permit
analysis of the consistency of a requirements specification.
In the object–oriented paradigm, UML is considered an industry wide standard
notation for development (Booch et al., 1999; Rumbaugh et al., 1999). This has created
interest in expressing UML–based system models in terms of CPNs, in order to take
advantage of some analytical features such as the possibility of validating correctness of a
model and/or checking deadlocks. Like UML, CPN has a graphical representation which
makes it easy for users and clients to understand system specifications. CPNs also
provide tools to analyze the dynamic behavior of a system before it is constructed
(Jensen, 1997).
In the following sections, several approaches to the transformation from a UML–
based system model to a CPN model or any other high level Petri net model are
presented.

2.3.1 Sibertin’s Approach
Christoph Sibertin (2001) defines a conceptual framework and translation rules to
translate a conceptual description of a system into a formal model. This approach does
not take as input any of the UML models, but it is considered in this study because it uses
some concepts that are fundamental in the object oriented paradigm. Sibertin’s approach
takes as input a conceptual framework that is formed by three kinds of components:
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Entities, Operations and Actors. These components define the structure of the system
and are interrelated. The relationship is called an Action and occurs when an Actor
performs an Operation with Entities. The control structure of the system defines the
circumstances in which an action may occur.
The system’s structure is established using the domain knowledge, which allows
the analyst to define the entities, operations, actions, and structure of each of these
components. Some questions also serve to determine the control structure. Examples of
such questions are in which cases an action may occur, and what the effects of an action’s
occurrence are. Then, a small Petri net is created for each action. The transformation
rules are as follows:
a. A transition is created to represent the Action.
b. A place is created for the Actor that participates in the action.
c. A place is created to represent the state of each Entity involved in the Action.
d. An arc from a place to the transition is created if the place corresponds to an
Actor or to the state of an Entity that enables the transition to occur. An arc from the
transition to a place is created if the place corresponds to an Actor or to the state of an
Entity that is affected by the occurrence of the transition.
Once all the small Petri nets have been created, they are merged into one Petri net
by merging either transitions or places that are common among the small Petri nets. This
approach emphasizes actors because they are responsible for triggering actions. If a
system includes several types of actors, a Petri net is constructed for each actor and all
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the nets are merged through the common places or transitions. The resulting Petri net
describes the control structure of the whole system.
Sibertin’s approach defines a standard pattern for the formalization of an informal
description of a system, but unfortunately, it is not supported by any of the UML models.
The Petri net model is created based on the answers of the domain specialist. These
answers allow the analyst to create a text representation of the system that is directly
translated into the Petri net model. Unless this approach represents the system model
using a graphical representation, it is impossible to automate the translation rules.

2.3.2 Baresi and Pezzè’s Approach
Baresi and Pezzè (2001) follow the Customization Rules (CR) approach to
generate a high level Petri Net model from a UML–based system specification. The CR
approach is a rule based approach that allows users to define a set of rules that are used to
take a specification expressed in a graphical notation model, for example, UML, and
build a corresponding formal representation.
This approach does not explicitly define the rules for transforming the UML
model into a high level Petri Net model. However, rules can be inferred from the hurried
philosophers example, an extension of the dining philosophers problem, that is developed
in the approach’s description. The CR approach uses a subset of the UML diagrams: the
class model, the statechart of all the classes, and the collaboration diagram.
The rules applied to obtain the formal representation are as follows. First, a high–
level Petri net is constructed for each class defined in the class model. This net
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represents the different operations provided for each class. Each operation is represented
by a pair of places, one to represent when the operation is requested to an instance of the
class and one that will store the answer when the result of the operation has been
generated. These places are the interface of an instance of a class to other classes. There
are no transitions in this high–level Petri net.
The second step is to build a statechart for each class defined in the class model.
The states of each class are based on the interactions of one class with other classes. The
interactions are shown in the class model. The statechart is transformed into a high–level
Petri net in which each state is represented by a place and each transition in the statechart
is modeled with a transition. The high–level Petri Net generated in the first step is
connected to the high–level Petri net generated in the second step, adding the necessary
transitions, to create the Petri Net of the class. In this approach, each object executes its
statechart, which makes it similar to systems modeling in Real–Time Object–Oriented
Modeling (ROOM) (Selic, 1994) and Rational Rose Real–Time (IBM, 2004).
The third step is to connect the Petri nets of the different classes. The
collaboration model is used to define the connections among the Petri nets. The
messages passed between two objects determine the interaction between the nets of the
two objects. Then, new arcs are defined to connect both Petri nets. The final result of
merging all the Petri nets is a complex high–level Petri net that is the formal
representation of the UML–based system model. This resulting Petri net can be used to
analyze the dynamic behavior of the system.
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This approach is not appropriate for large scale systems, as it generates only one
huge high–level Petri net to represent the whole system. Moreover, the rules of
transformation are not clearly stated, making it difficult to automate the transformation
process. For example, the existence of more than one collaboration diagram in a
collaboration model is common, but this approach does not provide means to relate the
collaboration diagrams to produce a formal model that considers the whole system.

2.3.3 Elkoutbi and Keller’s Approach
Elkoutbi and Keller (1998; 2000) present a CPN model transformed from a UML
model at two levels of abstraction: the use case level and the scenario level. The use case
level corresponds to the use case model in UML. The scenario level is a refinement of
the use case level.
This transformation process starts from a use case diagram. An initial CPN model
is created in which each use case is transformed into a place in the CPN model. There is
a special place called “Begin” to model the entry of the system and to store several tokens
for modeling the concurrent execution of use cases. A transition is created for each use
case. The transition is connected to the place “Begin” through an output arc, and it is
connected to the use case place through an input arc. Each transition has a condition
corresponding to the initiation of the use case by an actor. No data transformation is
executed in a transition.
Each use case is decomposed into sub–use cases using the “use” relationships
among the use cases in the use case model. The initial CPN model is refined according to
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this decomposition in order to reflect the order of execution and concurrency of the use
cases. This refinement results in some transitions not being directly accessible from the
place “Begin.”
For each decomposed use case, a scenario diagram and a table of object states
associated with each scenario are constructed. A scenario diagram is very similar to the
UML sequence diagram of the interaction view. The scenario state represents the union
of the states of all the objects that participate in the scenario. Each object state is a
constant value.
Based on this table, a CPN is produced for each scenario. A place is constructed
for each object state. Messages passed among objects are transformed into guard
conditions for the transitions. Finally a whole CPN model is produced by integrating all
the scenarios of one use case using an algorithm for scenario integration.
Using places to represent use cases generates an unnecessarily complex use case
level. Given that use cases represent a functional requirement of the system, usually
related to data value transformation, use cases should be represented by transitions
instead of places. Additionally, the object states defined for each scenario of a use case
are constant values, which means that the CPN model does not actually represent the data
transformation that the system is supposed to execute.
Although the use case model used in this approach describes the relationship
between use cases using the “use” relationship, the construction of a CPN model requires
additional information to define the execution order among transitions. This information
may also be described at the level of the use case model.
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2.3.4 Saldhana and Shatz’s Approach
Saldhana and Shatz propose a transformation approach from a UML–based
system model into a CPN model in three steps (Saldhana and Shatz, 2000; Saldhana et
al., 2001):
a. The statecharts of all the objects participating in the system model are first
converted to flat state machines.
b. The flat state machines are converted to a form of CPN called Object Petri Net
Model (OPM).
c. The UML collaboration diagrams are used to connect the OPMs, in order to
derive a single CPN for the system under analysis.
In the second step the state machine states are mapped onto Petri Net places and
the state machine transitions are mapped into Petri Net transitions. The single CPN of the
third step is obtained by connecting the input and output transition arcs of the OPMs to
the general place that represents the environment. OPMs are linked by a place called the
Intelligent Linking Place. The resulting CPN can be analyzed using any standard CPN
analyzer. In this approach, each object executes its statechart, which makes it similar to
systems modeling in Real Time Object Oriented Modeling (ROOM) (Selic, 1994) and
Rational Rose Real Time (IBM, 2004).
Saldhana and Shatz’s approach does not consider the use case model describing
the functional requirements of a system, which may include the relationships among
functional requirements through use case relationships. The relationships between use
cases can provide information to determine the execution order of the transitions in the
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CPN model. Additionally, this approach produces a single, non hierarchical CPN that
can become unmanageable when working with large–scale systems.

2.3.5 Shin, Levis and Wagenhals’s Approach
Shin, Levis and Wagenhals (2003; 2004) present a process in which a UML–
based system model consisting of the use case model, the class model and the
collaboration model is transformed into a hierarchical CPN model.
The hierarchical structure of the CPN model is useful for reducing the complexity
of a plain CPN model for large–scale systems. However, the UML–based system model
does not have a hierarchical structure. The use case model shows the relationships
between use cases using use case dependencies through “include” and “extend,” but these
relationships are planar rather than hierarchical. Therefore, it is necessary to transform
the UML–based system model into a hierarchical model. To achieve this, two
relationships are defined:
Relationship 1: Each use case in the use case model is realized by the
collaboration model.
Relationship 2: An object in the collaboration model is instantiated from a class
in the class model.
To address scalability, a large scale UML based system model is transformed into
a hierarchical CPN model organized in three layers: a use case layer, an object layer, and
an operation layer. Figure 2.1 shows an overview of the hierarchical structure of a CPN
model derived from a UML model.
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The use case layer ((b) in Figure 2.1) is the highest level of the CPN model and is
derived from the use case model. A use case is transformed into a transition, for
example, the UseCase1 transition in Figure 2.1. A transition is created for each actor
participating in the UML model, for example, the transition Actor in Figure 2.1.
The message communication between an actor transition and a use case transition
is derived from the collaboration model that describes message communication between
actor and objects (P1 in Figure 2.1). The messages between two use case transitions (P2
in Figure 2.1) are defined by relationships between use cases.
Use Case Model

Use Case Layer

UseCase1
P2

Use Case1

Actor

Use Case2

UseCase2
P1

Collaboration
Model

Object Layer

Object1

Input

Object1

P3

M2

P4

M3

M1

Output
Object2

Object2

Object3

P5

Object3

M4

Class
Model

Class

Operation Layer

attribute: Type
OperationA

OperationA
OperationB

OperationB

b) CPN Model

a) UML Model

Figure 2.1. Overview of CPN Model Mapped from UML–based System Model.
Adapted from (Shin et al., 2005, p. 8).
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According to relationship 1 above, a use case in the use case model is realized by
a collaboration diagram in the collaboration model. The collaboration diagram is
supported by objects. Therefore, a transition of the use case layer in the CPN model
(e.g., UseCase2 in (b) of Figure 2.1) is decomposed into a set of object transitions on the
object layer (e.g., Object1, Object2, and Object3 in (b) of Figure 2.1). Similarly, as
actors both provide input to and receive output from the system, an actor transition in the
use case layer (e.g., Actor in (b) of Figure 2.1) is decomposed into input and/or output
transitions in the object layer (e.g., Input and Output transitions in (b) of Figure 2.1).
If an object in a collaboration model is an instance of a class with attributes
defined in the UML class model, then the object is decomposed into both a transition and
a place in the object layer. The attributes of the object will be stored in the place.
Additionally, if the object with attributes participates in several collaboration diagrams, it
is important to maintain consistent information in the CPN model. Therefore, a place to
represent the attributes should also be present in the use case layer, so that all the use
cases supported by the same object refer to the same place and have access to the same
information values.
In the operation layer of the CPN model, an object transition on the object layer
(e.g, Object3 in Figure 2.1) is decomposed into operation transitions (e.g., operationA
and operationB). This can be done due to two facts. First, an object in the collaboration
model is instantiated from a class in the class model, as stated above in relationship 2.
Second, an object provides operations to other objects.
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Colorsets in the CPN model are derived from the UML class model. A colorset is
created for each message class and its attributes. The message classes are captured from
message communication occurring between objects in the UML collaboration model.
Each message class is a type of message that is transformed into a colorset. Variables are
declared from colorsets.
Colorsets are also created for classes that have attributes defined in the UML class
model. Variables are declared for these colorsets, too. All the colorsets and their
variables are specified in the global data area of the CPN model.
This approach to model transformation from a UML–based model to a CPN
model has a strong advantage. It addresses the scalability of model transformation. A
large scale UML–based system model is usually a very complex, flat structure. The
transformation into a hierarchical CPN model reduces the complexity of plain UML–
based system models in the case of a large–scale system. While it has the advantage of
scalability, it is still necessary to refine some of the transformation rules in order to
provide software tool support to automate it. Moreover, this approach assumes that the
UML–based system model provides message class definitions based on messages
between objects in the collaboration model.

2.4 Previous Tool Support for Transformation
Within the structured analysis paradigm, Pinci and Shapiro (1991) present an
integrated software development methodology that uses structured analysis and design
technique (SADT), CPN, Standard ML, and automatic mechanisms for translating SADT
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diagrams to CPN and for converting CPN into Standard ML executable code. In this
way, a SADT specification is translated into an executable model, so that it is used to
study performance issues and to undertake statistical analysis of the results. This
approach is the only one the author found in the literature in which tool support has been
developed to automate the transformation from an informal methodology system
specification into a CPN model.
SADT, like UML, is an informal methodology with a graphic notation for system
specification and requirements analysis. A SADT model is composed of a set of
diagrams connected hierarchically. Each diagram is composed of three to six boxes,
called activity boxes, and illustrates an activity on the next higher level of the hierarchy
in detail. The boxes are connected by arrows, which represent the data flow.
The tool support for this transformation was created using an existing software
tool. Design/IDEF was selected as the CPN tool. Design/IDEF produces a textual
representation of the SADT model from which the corresponding CPN can be generated.
The transformation rules applied are as follows. SADT activity boxes are
transformed into CPN transitions and the SADT arrows into a combination of places and
arcs. The activity box is taken as a substitution transition substituted by the CPN subnet
corresponding to a lower level SADT diagram.
In order to translate SADT diagrams to CPN models, a syntactic restriction is
imposed on the SADT arrows. Each arrow requires an inscription used to define the
colorset of the place that represents the arrow. The number of layers in the CPN model
depends on the number of layers in the SADT model. The CPN model is simulated for
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validating the correctness of the initial SADT specification. Finally, the CPN model is
converted into a Standard ML (SML) application. SML is the functional programming
language that was used to develop the algorithms which perform transformations on data
values. The SML application is a prototype that contains all the system’s functionality.

2.5 Comparison of Transformation Approaches
This review has described five transformation approaches. Table 2.1 compares
the transformation approaches surveyed, using criteria of UML models used,
appropriateness for large scale systems, and appropriateness for automation. The results
show that:
a. Each transformation approach uses a subset of the UML models.
b. Each transformation approach provides a transformation process, which
constitutes a set of rules.
However, this review also indicates that the transformation approaches have
certain weaknesses affecting the appropriateness of working with large–scale systems or
of being automated. None of the approaches provide a complete set of transformation
rules. Most of the approaches are not suitable for modeling large–scale systems. In
particular, some of them do not take advantage of the hierarchical possibilities provided
by CPNs. Only Shin, Levis and Wagenhals’ approach addresses scalability and states
clearly the transformation rules, though some of them require further refinement. These
weaknesses have motivated this research.
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Table 2.1. Comparison of UML to CPN Transformation Approaches.

Criteria

Sibertin

• No UML
model.
• Entities,
operations,
actors and
actions are
used.
• System
structure and
control
structure are
established
by asking
questions.
Appropriatness • One flat
for Large–
Petri net is
Scale Systems
created,
which is not
easy to
manage in
cases of
large–scale
systems.
Appropriatness • It is
for Automation impossible to
automate this
approach
without
UML
diagrams.
UML Models
Used

Transformation Approaches
Baresi and Pezzè Elkoutbi and
Saldhana and
Keller
Shatz

Shin, Levis and
Wagenhals

• Class model
• Statechart of
all the classes
• Collaboration
model

• Use case
diagram
• Scenario
diagrams
similar to
UML
sequence
diagrams

• Statechart of • Use case
all the classes
model
• Collaboration • Class model
model
• Collaboration
model

• One flat,
complex high–
level Petri net is
created, which is
not easy to
manage in cases
of large–scale
systems.

• A
hierarchical
CPN of two
levels is
created, which
allows work
with large–
scale systems.

• One flat Petri
is created,
which is not
easy to manage
in cases of
large–scale
systems.

• To address
scalability, a
hierarchical
CPN of three
levels is
constructed.

• Transformation • Additional
• Derivation of • Some
rules are not
information is
data colorsets is transformation
rules require
clearly stated.
required to
not clearly
defined.
further
execute
order
• In case of more
refinement, but
among
• In case of
than one
in general
transitions.
collaboration
more than one
transformation
diagram, what to • Object states collaboration
rules are clearly
diagram, what
do is not
do not
stated.
perfomed
represent the
to do is not
data
defined.
transformation
performed.
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CHAPTER III
PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RESEARCH APPROACH

3.1 Introduction
The purpose of this research is to demonstrate that it is feasible to develop a
software tool supporting the transformation of a large–scale UML–based system model
into a CPN model. A prototype for a transformation approach from a UML–based
system model to a CPN model is developed in this study.
This chapter describes the problem statement for this research and the research
approach. Section 3.2 describes the problem statement. Section 3.3 describes the research
approach used for solving the problem. Section 3.4 summarizes this chapter.

3.2 Problem Statement
This research addresses the following problem:
Due to the complexity of transformation of a large–scale UML–based system
model to the CPN model, it is necessary to develop a software tool supporting the
transformation process such that the properties of the system modeled with the UML can
be analyzed using a CPN model at the early stage of the development life cycle.

3.3 Research Approach
To solve this problem, this research takes the following research approach:
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a. Select available software tools to be used as interface to represent the UML–
based system model and the CPN model in order to concentrate on model transformation
instead of development of UML and CPN tools. This step also includes the analysis of
the information structures in which UML and CPN tools save their model elements.
b. Determine what information is necessary for creating the CPN model from the
UML model. The information extracted from the UML model and information generated
to represent the CPN model are stored in relational tables.
c. Define the boundary of automation. This step identifies which part of the
transformation process can be automated and which part has to be done manually on the
basis of the information provided by the UML tool.
d. Design the prototype supporting the transformation process. The prototype is
structured with the components necessary to automate the transformation process and the
interactions among components.
e. Implement a prototype to support this research. The prototype takes the
UML–based system model as input and produces an information structure representing
the CPN model as output.
f. Validate the prototype using case studies. Two case studies, the simplified
stop–and–wait protocol system and the gas station system, are considered.

3.4 Summary
This chapter has described the problem statement for this research and the
research approach to solving the problem. This study investigates the feasibility of
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developing a software tool to support the transformation of a large–scale UML–based
system model into a CPN model.
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CHAPTER IV
TRANSFORMATION RULES AND PROTOTYPING

4.1 Introduction
This chapter describes a software tool developed in this study for supporting
transformation from a UML–based system model to a CPN model. The transformation
process selected is Shin, Levis, and Wagenhals (2003, 2005) approach, which is the most
appropriate for large–scale systems, as described in Chapter II. This approach uses three
UML models – use case model, collaboration model, and class model – to create a
layered CPN model – use case layer, object layer, and operation layer.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes refined transformation
rules required for automation. Section 4.3 describes features of the software tools
selected as interface to represent UML–based system models and CPN models. Section
4.4 describes the approach to development of a prototype tool. Section 4.5 describes
assumptions that are made about the UML–based system model layout. Section 4.6
describes the prototype tool developed in this study. Section 4.7 describes the manual
work that is needed on a CPN model generated by the prototype tool. Finally, Section
4.8 summarizes this chapter.

4.2 Refinement of Transformation Rules
As shown in Table 1.1, some transformation rules in Shin, Levis and Wagenhals’
approach require further refinement in order to automate the transformation process.
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Refinement is required to detail pages corresponding to actors and the operation layer.
This set of pages has particular characteristics. Transitions and places are connected
according to messages’ execution order. Additionally, it is necessary to determine rules
that are used for deciding what pages are to be created in the operation layer. A set of
transformation rules is specified in this section.

4.2.1 Actors’ Pages
An actor interacts with a system by sending and receiving messages. Each
incoming message to an actor is analyzed to determine if there is a corresponding
response message. Analysis is performed using message sequence numbers in the
collaboration model. In actor pages, places represent messages, transitions are used to
model the action of responding an incoming message, and arcs represent data flow
between a transition and a place.
To create an actor’s page, one place is created for each incoming message to an
actor (see place SelectGrade in Figure 4.1). This place is an input port in the actor’s
page. If the incoming message to an actor does not have an associated response message
(i.e., an outgoing message from an actor), the message place is connected to a transition
called “messages for actor” using an input arc. Otherwise, that is, if the incoming
message has an associated response message, a transition with the same name as the
response message name is created to represent the response message (see transition
GradeInput in Figure 4.1). The place corresponding to the incoming message is
connected to the transition using an input arc. A second place is created to represent an
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actor’s input (response to the incoming message) and is connected to the transition using
an input arc (see place GradeInput in Figure 4.1). A third place, in this case an output
port, is created and connected to the transition using an output arc (see place GradeInput2
in Figure 4.1). In this way, incoming messages are linked to their corresponding
response messages.

Figure 4.1. Example of Transformation in Actor Pages.

4.2.2 Operation Layer
According to Shin, Levis and Wagenhals’ approach described in Chapter II, the
operation layer in the CPN model is derived from the operations provided by an object
instantiated from a class defined in the UML class model. However, an object may
participate in one or several use cases, and the operations provided by the object in each
use case may be different. Therefore, for each collaboration diagram in which the object
participates, there must be a different operation layer page corresponding to the object. If
an object provides only one operation in one collaboration diagram, creating an operation
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layer page is not necessary because the operation is managed in the object layer page.
However, if an object provides more than one operation in one collaboration diagram, an
operation layer page is required to model the connections between an incoming message
and its corresponding response messages. Some additional rules are used to determine if
an operation layer page is needed. This degree of detail in the transformation rules is
required because CPN models specify executable discrete event systems, requiring
detailed communication among transitions and places.
During this study, it was determined that an operation layer page should be
created for an object if at least one of the following conditions holds:
a. The object receives more than one message in a collaboration diagram
realizing one use case.
b. The object sends more than one message with different conditions (alternative
paths) in a collaboration diagram realizing one use case.
c. The object sends messages that are not concurrent but sequential in a
collaboration diagram realizing one use case.
In any of the three cases, if the receiving object has attributes, a place for storing
the data has to be created in the operation layer page. This data place is a port of type
input/output in the operation layer and its corresponding socket in the object layer page
(parent page) is the data place created for data.
Transformation rules applied in each of the three cases are different. Cases a and
b are analyzed together. When the object represented by the operation layer page
receives an incoming message, there are three possibilities:
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i. The object does not generate any response message to the incoming message.
ii. The object generates at least one response message and the response message
has no conditions.
iii. The object generates at least one response message and there are several
conditions in the set of response messages.
Cases i and ii generate a transition with the same name as the incoming message's
name. A place is created for the incoming message; the place is connected to the
transition using an input arc. In case ii, response messages are concurrent if there are two
or more response messages. A place is created for each of the response messages and
each place connected to the transition using an output arc. Places’ colorsets are
determined by the colorsets associated with the corresponding message classes.
In case iii, when there are several conditions (alternative paths), a transition is
created for each of the conditions; it is named using the corresponding condition, making
clear to the user that each transition corresponds to one of the conditions indicated in the
collaboration diagram. Additionally, each transition has an associated guard
corresponding to the condition. The guard is the condition defined in the collaboration
diagram. The actual guard has to be defined manually in a later phase of model
transformation, because the representation of conditions in a UML–based system model
is different from their representation in a CPN model. One place is created for the
incoming message and is connected to all the transitions previously mentioned, using
input arcs. One place is created for each of the response messages and is connected to the
corresponding transition, according to the condition of the message, using an output arc.
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In case c, an object that receives an incoming message sends messages that are
not concurrent but sequential. This means that two or more messages are sent in response
to the incoming message and they are executed in sequential order determined by
message sequence numbers. In this case, a place is created for representing the incoming
message (see incoming message in Figure 4.2). A transition is created and connected to
the first place using an input arc. A second place is created as an output port to represent
the first response to the incoming message (see first response message in Figure 4.2).
The second place is connected to the transition using an output arc. A third place is
created representing the fact that the first response message has been sent (see third place
in Figure 4.2). The third place is connected to the transition using an output arc. For the
second message, a second transition and a fourth place are created (see second response
message in Figure 4.2). The third place is connected to the second transition using an
input arc, and the fourth place is connected to the second transition using an output arc.
The procedure starting from the creation of the third place is repeated if more sequential
messages occur.
Finally, independently of the transformation rules applied, if the object
represented by the operation layer page has attributes, two arcs – an input arc and an
output arc – are created to connect the place that contains the data and each transition
created in the operation layer page.
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Figure 4.2. Example of Transformation of Sequential Messages.

4.3 Software Tools
Rational Rose (IBM 2004) and Design/CPN (Meta 1993) have been chosen as
interfaces to the prototype tool. Rational Rose is used to describe a UML–based system
model, whereas Design/CPN is used to analyze the dynamic behavior of a CPN model
transformed from a UML–based system model. Rational Rose stores a UML–based
system model in an MDL file. Design/CPN offers an option to load an Extended Markup
Language (XML) file containing all the information necessary to create a CPN model.

4.3.1 Rational Rose MDL File
The Rational Rose MDL file is a text file containing data of the modeling
elements in a UML–based system model, including use cases, objects, messages, and
classes. This file is organized in a nested hierarchy format, facilitating the location of
data within it. The structure of a MDL file varies depending on the Rational Rose
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version. Newer versions contain more information. However, all MDL files use the
same labels to identify the information of the different modeling elements. Labels are
nested. For example, the collaboration model is stored under the label “object
ObjectDiagram.” The information of a diagram in the collaboration model is identified
by the label “Mechanism” within the “object ObjectDiagram” section. Within the
mechanism section, the label “object message” identifies a message and the label “object
Object” identifies an object that participates in the collaboration model. The physical
location of an object in a diagram in the collaboration model is located in a mechanism
section, under the “object Objectview” label.

4.3.2 Design/CPN XML File Structure
The structure of a Design/CPN XML file is determined by the Design/CPN tool.
A Design/CPN XML file is organized using pages. Like other XML documents
(Goldfarb and Prescod 2002), a CPN XML file contains a root element, referred to as
workspaceElements (Figure 4.3). This root element is the parent of one element called
cpnet, which has one or more child elements called page. Each element page contains
information representing one Design/CPN page.
The structure of an element page depends on the type of page – global
declarations page or sub–net page. There is only one global declarations page in a
Design/CPN model to declare colorsets and variables, but the number of sub–net pages
depends on the complexity of the system being modeled. A sub–net page contains the
information about modeling elements of a CPN. The modeling element type is
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represented in the Design/CPN XML file using the keywords trans, place, and arc for
transitions, places and arcs, respectively (Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3. Structure of a Design/CPN XML File.
In Design/CPN, transitions, places, and arcs have regions (Meta 1993) clarifying
the characteristics of each modeling element. In a Design/CPN XML file, regions are
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represented as child elements of a trans, place, or arc element. For example, a transition
that is a substitution transition has the child element subst in order to indicate the sub–net
page substituting it and in order to define the fusion places (pairs of ports and sockets)
(Figure 4.3). An element place has a child called portkreg (Figure 4.3) to indicate that
the place is a port. The corresponding child elements are optional, depending on the
characteristics of an element. For example, if a place is not a port, the child element
portkreg is not used.
To identify the name of an executable page, a label is added at the top of each
page. The label is represented using an element aux. The order of the elements in the
CPN XML file is not important, but each element must have a unique identification
number and be properly nested (Figure 4.3).
All the elements mentioned above have child elements to determine more details
about the layout of the CPN page, including color, shape, size, and font. For example,
posattr is used to define the location of each CPN modeling element in a sub–net page.
For more detail on Design/CPN XML structure, see the Appendix.

4.4 Approach to Development of Prototype Tool
In order to support transformation from a UML–based system model to a CPN
model, a prototype tool is developed in this study using commercial software tools.
Rational Rose and Design/CPN are the software tools selected. They provide the base for
determining the approach to tool support for transforming the UML–based system model
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to the CPN model. The approach to tool support is to transform the information in a Rose
MDL file to a Design/CPN XML file.
CPN models specify executable discrete event systems. Therefore, detailed
message communication among transitions in the use case layer of the CPN model is
required in order to have a discrete information flow. In a UML–based system model,
message communication between use cases can be derived from use case dependency
relationships such as extend and include. However, these dependency relationships do
not define messages passed between use cases. In this study, the interaction between use
cases is described using the UML collaboration model, and is referred to as the use case
collaboration model, with objects corresponding to use cases or actors in the use case
model, and messages between objects corresponding to message communication
occurring between use cases or between actors and use cases. Figure 4.4 shows an
example of a use case collaboration diagram for a gas station system.
Figure 4.5 depicts an overview of the prototype tool for supporting transformation
of the UML–based system model to the corresponding CPN model. A software engineer
captures the UML–based system model consisting of the use case model, the
collaboration model, and the class model through Rational Rose, saving it in a Rose MDL
file. The UML relations extractor extracts the UML model relations from the MDL file.
The UML model relations are an underlying representation of the UML–based system
model. Then the CPN model relations extractor extracts the CPN intermediate relations
corresponding to the CPN modeling elements, from the UML model relations. The CPN
intermediate relations are used by the Design/CPN XML file constructor to construct a
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Design/CPN XML file that represents the CPN model corresponding to the UML–based
system model. After the Design/CPN XML file has been constructed, the software
engineer can load it into the Design/CPN software and analyze the dynamic aspects of the
system through the executable CPN model.

Figure 4.4. Example of Use Case Collaboration Model for Gas Station System.
Adapted from a Power Point presentation created by Dr. Michael Shin, a print copy of
which he gave to the author, March, 2004.
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Figure 4.5. Prototype Tool for Supporting Transformation of UML model to CPN model.
The tools developed in this study can be reused for CPN software tools other that
Design/CPN. The Design/CPN XML File tool (Figure 4.5) is the only tool specific to the
structure of the Design/CPN tool. However, the UML relations extractor and the CPN
model relations extractor are independent of the target CPN software tools, making it
possible to reuse them for transformation of the UML model to other CPN software tools.

4.5 Assumptions
Some assumptions are made to automate the transformation process. These
assumptions are mainly associated with the modeling elements in the UML–based system
model. The assumptions are:
a. Message classes are defined in the class model of the UML using the
«message» stereotype. It is assumed that each type of message in the
collaboration diagrams is defined as a message class.
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b. An intermediate file called the use case collaboration model is additionally
developed using Rational Rose, to depict the message communication
occurring among the use cases in the UML model. This model is similar to a
collaboration diagram in which objects represent use cases of the UML–based
system model.
c. The resulting tool support will semi–automate the transformation process. It
is not possible to completely automate it because the representation of
conditions and operation specifications in the UML–based system model is
different from their representation in the CPN model.
d. All objects and actors in the UML–based system model have a unique name,
different from any class name.
e. For all types of objects in the UML–based system model, words in the names
of all objects in the UML–based system model are separated by blank spaces
or underscores. Names such as “RequestMessage,” “Request_Message,” and
“Request Message” are accepted and are considered the same name.
f. Classes and attributes in the UML–based system model have unique names.
Having a class called Message and an attribute called message would be very
confusing. Therefore, names must differentiate among themselves by
additional letters or digits.
g. A use case name used in the use case collaboration model is the same as the
name given to the diagram that describes each collaboration diagram.
However, if the name of the diagram has the structure “XXX:collaboration
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diagram name,” as in “OCD A: View_Alarm,” only the section after the colon
has to comply with this assumption.
h. A message occurring in the use case collaboration model is also depicted in
the use case collaboration diagrams, both in the sending and the receiving use
case. A collaboration diagram that receives from or sends to objects in other
collaboration diagrams contains external objects.
An external object is one that sends/receives message to/from another
collaboration diagram. An external object name is formed using “E:” before
the name of the object, specifying that it corresponds to an external object.
The name of an external object must be identical to the name used in the other
collaboration diagram. Message descriptions in the sending collaboration
diagram and the receiving collaboration diagram are the same as the
description specified in the use case collaboration diagram.
i. Sequence numbers in a collaboration diagram are used to create the operation
layer. Therefore, they follow these rules:
If an actor sends only one message, the sequence number of the
message sent as response by the object that receives the message from the
actor is the result of incrementing the actor’s message sequence number by
one. For example, actor X sends message A1 to object Y. Object Y sends
message A2 to object Z.
If an actor sends more than one message, the sequence number of the
message sent as response by the object that receives the message from the
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actor is the result of adding the string “.1” to the actor’s message sequence
number. For example, actor X sends message A3 to Object Y. Object Y
sends message A3.1 to object Z.
Concurrent messages are shown adding a small letter to the end of a
message sequence number. For example, messages F1.10, F1.10a, and F1.10b
are concurrent. Alternative paths are shown by adding a capital letter to the
end of a message sequence number. For example, messages F1.10, F1.10A,
and F1.10B show alternative paths.
If an object receives a message, the sequence number of the
corresponding response message is the result of adding 1 to the sequence
number of the message received. For example, the response to message F5a.1
is numbered F5a.2.
j. Data types used in the UML–based system model are those that can be
transformed into valid Design/CPN colorset types: bool (for Boolean), int (for
integer), real (for real), string (for string), and enumerated types (Meta 1993).
The type transformation rules are given in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1. Type Transformation from a UML–based System Model to a CPN Model.
UML type

CPN type

Int, int, Integer, integer

int

Real, real, Float, float

real

String, string

string

Boolean, boolean, Bool, bool

bool

Enum {values} , enum {values}

with value 1 | … | value n
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4.6 Prototype Tool
The prototype tool developed consists of three different tools (Figure 4.5): 1) the
UML relations extractor, 2) the CPN model relations extractor, and 3) the CPN/Design
XML file constructor. All of them have been developed using the Java programming
language. These tools are described in the following sections.

4.6.1 UML Relations Extractor
The UML relations extractor extracts the UML model relations from the Rational
Rose MDL file. The relations are a tabular representation of the UML model. The
relations are:
a. Actor Name relation. This relation contains the name of each actor
participating in the system (see b. in Figure 4.6).
b. Message Sequence relation. This relation contains each message that occurs
either in the use case collaboration model or in collaboration diagrams
realizing use cases (see c. in Figure 4.6). The attributes extracted for each
message are:
Message: message name
Sequence: message sequence number
Sending Object: name of the object that sends the message
Receiving Object: name of the object that receives the message
Use Case: name of use case in which the message occurs
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Figure 4.6. Mapping between UML Relations and CPN Intermediate Relations.
c. Class Attribute relation. This relation contains each attribute of the classes in
the UML class model (see a. in Figure 4.6). The information extracted for
each attribute is:
Stereotype: stereotype of the class
Class name: class name to which the attribute belongs
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Attribute name: attribute name
Type: attribute type (int, real, bool, or enumeration)
Initial value: attribute’s initial value, if required
d. Object Location relation. This relation contains information on physical
location of modeling elements in the UML collaboration diagrams. The
information is used to locate the transitions in the use case layer and the object
layer of the CPN model (see d. in Figure 4.6). The attributes extracted for
each modeling element are:
Use Case: name of the use case in which the object participates
Object Name: object name
x position: object’s x coordinate
y position: object’s y coordinate
This study has used previous research (Shin 2002) to extract the Actor Name and
Message Sequence relations. The relations Class Attribute and Object Location are
extracted specifically for this research.

4.6.2 CPN Model Relations Extractor
Based on the Design/CPN XML file structure, six CPN model relations are
created in the CPN model relations extractor: Color, Page, Transition, Place, Arc, and
Port Socket. Figure 4.6 depicts the mapping of the UML model relations to the CPN
model relations. Names of some relations attributes resemble Design/CPN XML file
elements (see Section 4.3.2 and the Appendix). The CPN model relations are:
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a. Color relation. This relation is used to build the global declarations page. It is
extracted from the Class Attribute relation of the UML relations as shown in
(1) in Figure 4.6. Each colorset has an associated variable used as the
inscription on an arc connected to a place (see (e) of Figure 4.6). The
attributes in the Color relation are:
Color name: colorset name
Color data type: data type associated with the colorset
Color variable: variable name assigned to the colorset
Initial marking: initial marking of a place corresponding to the
colorset
b. Page relation. This relation contains the list of pages to be created in the CPN
model. It is used to identify the CPN modeling elements included in each
CPN page (see (f) in Figure 4.6). The attributes in the Page relation are:
Page name: name assigned to a Design/CPN page
Page ID: unique identifier assigned to the page
Label ID: unique identifier assigned to the label in the page
Number: number assigned to the page
PrimePage: indicator of a prime page. Only the use case layer page is
a prime page, that is, execution of the CPN model starts on this page.
In relation Page, there is one entry for the global declarations page,
one for the use case layer page that corresponds to the use case collaboration
model, one for each actor, one for each use case, and one for each object that
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requires an operation layer page. Several data sources are used to create the
Page relation. Page name is derived from the Actor Name relation for actor’s
pages in the object layer, as shown in (3) in Figure 4.6. Page name is also
derived from Sending Object or Receiving Object in the Message Sequence
relation for all the other pages ((5) in Figure 4.6).
c. Transition relation. This relation stores the information necessary to represent
transitions in the CPN model (see (g) in Figure 4.6). The attributes in the
Transition relation are:
Transition ID: unique identifier assigned to the transition
Transition name: transition’s name, unique within a page
Auxenab ID: unique identifier assigned to region aux–enab
HierKey ID: unique identifier assigned to region hier–key, if it is a
substitution transition
Hierarch ID: unique identifier assigned to region hierarch, if it is a
substitution transition
Substitution page ID: Page ID corresponding to the page that
substitutes the transition, if it is a substitution transition
Cond ID: unique identifier assigned to region cond, if transition has a
condition guard
Cond: condition guard, if transition has a condition guard
x pos: horizontal coordinate of the transition
y pos: vertical coordinate of the transition
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Page ID: Page ID of the page in which the transition exists
Transition name is extracted from the Actor Name relation to name
actors’ transitions in the use case layer (see (4) of Figure 4.6). Transition
name is also extracted from Message in the Message Sequence relation to
name transitions in actors’ pages (object layer) and in operation layer pages.
In addition, Transition name is extracted from Sending object or Receiving
object in the Message Sequence relation to name transitions in object layer
pages corresponding to collaboration diagrams, as shown in (6) in Figure 4.6.
The location of a transition is given by attributes x pos and y pos. In
use case layer pages or object layer pages corresponding to use cases, the
location is calculated using the information in the Object Location relation
through a linear transformation. This transformation is necessary because
Rational Rose and Design/CPN utilize different coordinate systems. Rational
Rose uses only one quadrant, locating the point (0, 0) in the upper left corner
of the working space. Design/CPN works with a Cartesian space, uses four
quadrants, sets the point (0.0) in the center of the working space, and uses a
different scale in the vertical and horizontal axes. To make the linear
transformation, a size for the Design/CPN working space is defined
arbitrarily, in this case 256 x 256 points. To calculate the location of a
transition, a point (x1, x2) from the Object Location relation is transformed to
((x1 / 10) + 10 – 128, (x2 / 10) + 10 – 128).
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(4.1)

The constant 128 represents half of the width and half of the height of
the Design/CPN working space. For example, (8) in Figure 4.6 shows that an
object located in the point (800, 192) is transformed into a transition located at
the point (–38, 99).
The location of transitions in actors’ pages and operation layer pages is
calculated automatically. Transitions are organized vertically in the order in
which they are created.
d. Place relation. This relation stores the information necessary to represent
places in the CPN model (see (h) in Figure 4.6). The attributes in the Place
relation ID are:
Place ID: unique identifier assigned to a place
Place name: place name, unique within a page
Type ID: unique identifier assigned to region type
Color name: name of the colorset associated with the place
Markkey ID: unique identifier assigned to region mark–key
Mark ID: place marking
Initmark ID: unique identifier assigned to region initmark, if the
associated colorset has an initial marking
Initial marking: place’s initial marking, if the associated colorset has
an initial marking
Portkreg ID: unique identifier assigned to region portkreg, if a place is
a port
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Portreg ID: unique identifier assigned to region portreg, if a place is a
port
Port type: input, output, or input/output, if a place is a port
x pos: horizontal coordinate of a place
y pos: vertical coordinate of a place
Page ID: Page ID of the page in which a place exists
Place name is extracted from Class name in the Class Attributes
relation or from Message in the Message Sequence relation, as shown in (2)
and (7) in Figure 4.6. Attributes Color name and Initial marking are derived
from the Color relation, as shown in (9) in Figure 4.6.
e. Port Socket relation. This relation is used to store the information necessary
to represent the hierarchical relation among CPN pages. An entry in the Port
Socket relation represents a fusion place that is related to a substitution
transition (see (j) in Figure 4.6). The attributes in this relation are:
Transition ID: Transition ID of the substitution transition
Socket ID: Place ID of the place in the parent page
Port ID: Place ID of the place in the child page
These attributes are extracted from the Transition and Place relations,
as shown in (13) and (14) in Figure 4.6.
f. Arc relation. This relation contains the information necessary to represent an
arc in a CPN page (see (i) in Figure 4.6). The attributes in the Arc relation
are:
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Arc ID: unique identifier assigned to the arc
Annot ID: unique identifier assigned to region annot
Inscription: inscription (or annotation) associated with the arc
Place ID: Place ID of the place connected by the arc
Transition ID: Transition ID of the transition connected by the arc
Orientation: “ptot” if orientation is from a place to a transition, or
“ttop” if vice versa
x pos: horizontal coordinate of the arc’s inscription
y pos: vertical coordinate of the arc’s inscription
Page ID: Page ID of the page in which the arc exists
Inscription is extracted either from Color variable or from Initial
Marking, both in the Color relation, as shown in (10) in Figure 4.6. Transition
ID is extracted from Transition ID in the Transition relation, as shown in (11)
of Figure 4.6. Place ID is extracted from Place ID in the Place relation, as
shown in (12) of Figure 4.6.

4.6.3 Design/CPN XML File Constructor
The Design/CPN XML File Constructor constructs the Design/CPN XML file
based on the information stored in the CPN model relations. This is a formatting step, in
which the information from the CPN model relations is merged into the text that forms
the structure of the Design/CPN XML file (see Section 4.3.2 and the Appendix).
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a.

One CPN page is processed at a time. Figure 4.7 depicts the mapping
between the CPN model relations and the structure of the CPN XML file. The
global declarations page is generated based on the information stored in the
Color relation (see d. in Figure 4.7). Then each of the sub–net pages is
processed. Within each sub–net page, the order of process is as follows: Page
ID. The page ID is obtained from the Page relation (see a. in Figure 4.7).

Figure 4.7. Mapping between CPN Model Relations and the CPN XML File Structure.
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b.

Transitions. The trans element and its child elements are obtained from the
Transition relation and the Port Socket relation (see b. and e. in Figure 4.7).
Location of a transition’s regions is calculated relative to the transition
location.

c.

Places. The place element and its child elements are obtained from the Place
relation (see f. in Figure 4.7). Location of a place’s regions is calculated
relative to the place location.

d.

Arcs. The arc element and its child element are obtained from the Arc
relation (see c. in Figure 4.7).

4.7 Manual Work
The software tool developed in this study was designed to maximize automation
of a transformation process from a UML–based system model to a CPN model.
However, a CPN model generated from a UML–based system model may need additional
manual work. Below are several reasons for the need for manual work:
a. To specify code of each transition in the operation layer if specifications for
operations of classes are defined in the UML model. This additional work can
be automated by mapping the operational specifications of each class defined
in the UML–based system model to CPN ML code for the corresponding
transition in the CPN model. However, the current prototype tool does not
provide this kind of automation.
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b. To specify transition guards. The prototype tool takes message conditions in
the UML–based system model as guards. The representation of guards is
different in a CPN model. Therefore, message conditions in the UML–based
system model need to be translated to guards in the CPN model.
The manual work requires knowledge of CPNs, especially of the CPN ML
language, in order to define code and guards.

4.8 Summary
This chapter has described the refinement of transformation rules required to
define actors’ pages and operation layer pages. Rational Rose and Design/CPN are used
as interfaces to describe a UML–based system model and a CPN model, respectively.
The structure of the Design/CPN XML file and the approach to development of prototype
tool followed in this study have been described. The approach consists of the
construction of three tools, the UML relations extractor, the CPN model relations
extractor, and the Design/CPN XML file constructor. The assumptions made about the
layout of the UML–based system model have been listed. Finally, the manual work
required on the CPN model has been specified.
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CHAPTER V
VALIDATION OF PROTOTYPE TOOL

5.1 Introduction
The prototype tool developed in this study is validated using two systems: the
stop and wait protocol system and the gas station system. Validation is performed using
a UML–based system model to generate the corresponding Design/CPN XML file, which
is loaded in the Design/CPN tool to execute the resulting CPN model. Validation is done
to demonstrate that the transformation rules are correctly implemented in the tool and
demonstrate that a CPN model derived from a UML–based system model behaves as
expected.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 describes the validation of this
approach using the stop and wait protocol system. Section 5.3 describes the validation
using the gas station system. Section 5.4 summarizes the chapter.

5.2 Stop and Wait Protocol System
The stop and wait protocol system is described in Kristensen et al. (1998). This is
a very simple system but it is very useful to explain the results from the prototype tool
execution. Two actors, a sender and a receiver, participate in this system. The sender
sends data packets to the receiver via a synchronous message communication protocol.
The sender sends another message only after having received an acknowledgement
indicating that the receiver received the previous message.
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5.2.1 UML–based system model
The UML–based system model used in this study is adapted from a Power Point
presentation created by Dr. Michael Shin, a print copy of which he gave to the author in
March, 2004. The UML use case model for this system is modeled using four use cases
and two actors, a sender and a receiver (see Figure 5.1). The four use cases are “send
message,” “transmit,” “receive message,” and “acknowledge.” The use case model also
shows two dependency relationships. The send message use case includes the transmit
use case, and the receive message use case includes the acknowledge use case.
A use case collaboration model (Figure 5.2) is constructed to model message
communication between use cases. The use case model shows no dependency
relationship between the transmit use case and the receive message use case (see Figure
5.1). However, there is message communication between them, because the message sent
by the sender is received by the receiver. Figures 5.2 through 5.4 show the use case
collaboration model, the collaboration diagram of the send message use case, and the
collaboration diagram of the receive message use case, respectively.
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show an object named “E:communicationChannel.” The
prefix “E:” indicates that a message is sent to or received from an external object.
External objects are used to detail the message communication occurring among use
cases.
Figure 5.5 shows the UML class model for the Stop and Wait Protocol System.
Two classes, SenderController and ACKedMessage, have attributes. The other classes
correspond to message classes that define the colorsets of the places generated.
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Figure 5.1. Use Case Model for the Stop and Wait System.
Adapted from a Power Point presentation created by Dr. Michael Shin, a print copy of
which he gave to the author, March, 2004.
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Figure 5.2. Use Case Collaboration Diagram for the Stop and Wait System.
Adapted from a Power Point presentation created by Dr. Michael Shin, a print copy of
which he gave to the author, March, 2004.
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Figure 5.3. Collaboration Diagram for the Send Message Use Case.
Adapted from a Power Point presentation created by Dr. Michael Shin, a print copy of
which he gave to the author, March, 2004.
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Figure 5.4. Collaboration Diagram for the Receive Message Use Case.
Adapted from a Power Point presentation created by Dr. Michael Shin, a print copy of
which he gave to the author, March, 2004.
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Figure 5.5. UML Class Model for the Stop and Wait Protocol System.
Adapted from a Power Point presentation created by Dr. Michael Shin, a print copy of
which he gave to the author, March, 2004.
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5.2.2 CPN Model Generated by the Prototype Tool
The UML–based system model representing the stop and wait protocol system
was used as input to the prototype tool, which generated a Design/CPN XML file 8,004
lines long. This file was loaded in the Design/CPN tool to check syntax errors. The only
errors encountered were illegal transition guards. This type of error was expected
because guards have to be defined manually.
Figure 5.6 shows the object layer subnet representing the collaboration diagram
realizing the receive message use case. The layout of the use case layer and the object
layer CPN subnets generated by the prototype tool is very similar to the layout of the
UML collaboration diagrams (see Figures 5.2 through 5.4), because the location of the
transitions in the use case layer and the object layer of the CPN model is based on the
location of the corresponding objects in the UML collaboration diagrams. The location
of the places representing message communication between two objects is calculated
based on the location of the transitions connected to the places.
Figure 5.7 shows the list of colorsets and variables generated by the prototype
tool. The prototype tool generates colorsets and variables based on the information
provided by the UML class model for the stop and wait protocol system (see Figure 5.5).
The inscriptions associated with the arcs in the subnets correspond to the variables
associated to the colorsets of the places connected by the arcs.
There are three objects requiring a page in the operation layer because they
receive more than one message or generate messages with different conditions. The
objects are senderInterface, senderController, and ackedMessage in the send message
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use case (see Figure 5.3). Figure 5.8 shows the operation layer subnet generated by the
prototype tool to represent the operation of the object senderInterface. This object
receives two messages and does not generate any response message to the received
messages. Therefore, the corresponding CPN operation layer subnet is very simple,
representing only the arrival of two incoming messages.

Figure 5.6. Object Layer Subnet Representing the Receive Message Use Case.
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Figure 5.7. Colorsets and Variables Generated by Prototype Tool. Source: Design/CPN
XML file generated by the prototype tool.
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Figure 5.8. Operation Layer Subnet Representing the senderInterface Object.
Figure 5.9 shows the operation layer subnet generated by the prototype tool to
represent the operation of the object senderController. This object receives more than
one incoming message and generates responses, in some cases with different conditions.
For example, the object senderController receives the message arrive from the object
senderInterface. In response, senderController sends the message readAckStatus to the
object ackedMessage (see Figure 5.3). In the CPN model, this message communication
is represented by the transition Arrive connected to the place Arrive through an input arc,
and the transition Arrive connected to the place ReadAckStatus through an output arc. In
this case, the transition takes it name from the message name.
The transitions status=acked and status=notacked in Figure 5.9 get their names
from the conditions associated with messages A5: [status=acked] DataFrame, A5a:
[status=acked] updateAckStatus, A5b: [status=acked] Message Sent, and A5A:
[status=notacked] Wait Ack in the UML collaboration diagram for the send message use
case shown in Figure 5.3. A place is created for each of these messages. Each place is
connected through an output arc to the transition that represents its corresponding
condition.
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The object senderController is an instance of a class with attributes in the UML
class model (see Figure 5.5). Therefore, a data place named senderController is created
in the corresponding CPN operation layer subnet, as shown in Figure 5.9. All the
transitions created in this operation layer subnet are connected to the data place, in order
to read and update data.

Figure 5.9. Operation Layer Subnet Representing the senderController Object.
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Figure 5.10 shows the operation layer subnet generated by the prototype tool to
represent the operation of the object ackedMesage. The transition AckStatusChange has
an associated guard (i.e., [Wait Ack and Status=acked]) taken from the corresponding
collaboration diagram (see message B3: ackStatusChange in Figure 5.3). The object
ackedMessage is an instance of a class with attributes in the UML class model (see
Figure 5.5). The data place ackedMessage represents the values of the attributes. The
transitions in this operation layer subnet are connected to the data place in order to read
and update data.

Figure 5.10. Operation Layer Subnet Representing the ackedMessage Object.
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The prototype tool also generated object layer subnets representing the interaction
of the actors with the stop and wait protocol system. Figure 5.11 shows the object layer
subnet corresponding to actor sender, who sends only one message, named Message, and
receives only one message, named MessageSent. Figure 5.12 shows the object layer
subnet corresponding to actor receiver, who only receives a message, named Message.

Figure 5.11. Object Layer Subnet Representing the Activity of Actor Sender.

Figure 5.12. Object Layer Subnet Representing the Activity of Actor Receiver.
The CPN model generated by the prototype tool is a hierarchical CPN. Its layered
hierarchical structure is shown in Figure 5.13. The use case layer is formed by the
UseCaseLayer subnet. The operation layer consists of six subnets: Sender, Receiver,
SendMessageUseCase, TransmitUseCase, ReceiveMessageUseCase, and
AcknowledgeUseCase. Only the SendMessageUseCase subnet has a corresponding
operation layer consisting of the subnets senderInterface, senderController, and
ackedMessage.
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Figure 5.13. Hierarchy Net for the Stop and Wait System CPN Model.
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5.2.3 Manual Work
The CPN model generated by the prototype tool for the stop and wait system
protocol is not yet executable because it needs manual translations of message conditions
in the UML–based system model to guards in the CPN model. The guards have to be
expressed in terms of the CPN model variables shown in Figure 5.7. This change has to
be done manually because the representation of conditions in the UML–based system
model is different from its representation in the CPN model. Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show
operation layer sub–nets in which the transition guards are expressed in terms of CPN
variables. After finishing manual changes to the CPN model generated by the prototype
tool, the CPN model is ready for analysis including simulation.

5.2.4 Simulation of the CPN Model
The simulation of the stop and wait protocol system CPN model is simple. The
software engineer enters in the simulator provided by the Design/CPN tool, selects the
simulation parameters, selects the occurrence set parameters, and starts the simulation.
The modified stop and wait system protocol CPN model was simulated and the
results obtained corresponded to the expected behavior of the system.
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Figure 5.14. Modified Operation Layer Subnet Representing the senderController
Object.
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Figure 5.15. Modified Operation Layer Subnet Representing the ackedMessage Object.
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5.3 Gas Station System
The gas station system used in this study is taken from Shin (2003; 2005). The
gas station system allows a driver to purchase gas, and to pay using a credit card, a debit
card, or a Fast Pass card. One actor participates in the system: a driver.

5.3.1 UML–based system model
Figure 5.16 shows the gas station system UML use case model consisting of ten
use cases and the dependencies among the use cases. Figure 5.17 shows the use case
collaboration model constructed to represent the detailed message communication among
use cases. Figures 5.18 through 5.21 show the collaboration diagrams realizing the pay
by debit card use case, pay by credit card use case, pay by Fast Pass use case, and
purchase gas use case, respectively. Figures 5.18 through 5.21 show auto–messages for
the object PumpController. According to the UML use case model, there is no
dependency relationship between the pay by credit card use case, the pay by debit card
use case, the pay by Fast Pass use case, and the purchase use case (see Figure 5.16).
However, the object PumpController participates in all these use cases and is actually the
same object, controlling the execution of all the collaboration diagrams in which it
participates. The UML case model does not provide any information about the execution
order among use cases. The use case collaboration diagram establishes the execution
order, but does not establish the exact moment at which a use case transfers execution
control to another use case (see Figure 5.17). The auto–messages included in the
collaboration diagram are not standard UML notation, but they are necessary to define
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the precise moment of the execution control transference. For example, when the
message D2.6 PIN Validation Status arrives at the object PumpController in the pay by
debit card use case, the purchase gas use case starts to be executed if the personal
identification number (PIN) is valid (see Figure 5.18). In the collaboration diagram
corresponding to the purchase gas use case, there are three auto–messages to indicate the
execution control transference from the pay by credit card use case, the pay by debit card
use case, and the pay by Fast Pass use case to the purchase use case (see Figure 5.21).

Figure 5.16. UML Use Case Model for the Gas Station System.
Adapted from a Power Point presentation created by Dr. Michael Shin, a print copy of
which he gave to the author, March, 2004.
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Figure 5.17. Use Case Collaboration Model for the Gas Station System.
Adapted from a Power Point presentation created by Dr. Michael Shin, a print copy of
which he gave to the author, March, 2004.
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Figure 5.18. Collaboration Diagram for the Pay by Debit Card Use Case.
Adapted from a Power Point presentation created by Dr. Michael Shin, a print copy of
which he gave to the author, March, 2004.
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Figure 5.19. Collaboration Diagram for the Pay by Credit Card Use Case.
Adapted from a Power Point presentation created by Dr. Michael Shin, a print copy of
which he gave to the author, March, 2004.
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Figure 5.20. Collaboration Diagram for the Pay by Fast Pass Use Case.
Adapted from a Power Point presentation created by Dr. Michael Shin, a print copy of
which he gave to the author, March, 2004.
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Figure 5.21. Collaboration Diagram for the Purchase Gas Use Case.
Adapted from a Power Point presentation created by Dr. Michael Shin, a print copy of
which he gave to the author, March, 2004.

5.3.2 CPN Model Generated by the Prototype Tool
The UML–based system model representing the gas station system was used as
input for the prototype tool. The Design/CPN XML file generated was 42,013 lines long.
No errors were reported when this file was loaded in the Design/CPN tool. A CPN
model with twenty–nine subnets was generated by the prototype tool, as shown in the
hierarchical structure in Figure 5.22.
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Figure 5.22. Hierarchical Structure of the Gas Station System CPN Model.
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The operation layer of the gas station CPN model consists of seventeen subnets.
If an object participates in several use cases, there may be more than one operation layer
subnets associated with the object. For example, Figure 5.23 shows the operation layer
subnet representing the object pumpController in the pay by Fast Pass use case, whereas
Figure 5.24 shows the operation layer subnet representing the object pumpController in
the purchase gas use case. Each of the operation layer subnets was defined taking on the
basis of the operations provided by the object pumpController in the corresponding
collaboration diagram. Transition guards in the operation layer are taken from the
message conditions in the UML collaboration diagrams. For example, in Figure 5.23 the
transition guards correspond to the conditions of messages F7: [valid credit card]
Update Card Info, and F7.A: [invalid credit card] Display Pump Idle (see Figure 5.20).
Figure 5.24 shows the transformation of sequential messages. In the top section
of this subnet there are two transitions named DebitReferenceNo and DebitReferenceNo2
which represent a pair of sequential messages. DebitReferenceNo is connected to the
place UpdateReferenceNo. DebitReferenceNo2 is connected to the place
ReadTransactionInfo. The places UpdateReferenceNo and ReadTransactionInfo
represent the messages P3.12, P3.10A.2: UpdateReferenceNo, and P3.13, P3.10A.3:
ReadTransactionInfo in the purchase gas use case collaboration diagram (see Figure
5.24). A transition was created for each of the sequential messages. The same
transformation was done for all the sets of sequential messages.
Figure 5.25 shows the operation layer subnet corresponding to the object
DriverTransaction in the purchase gas use case. This object is an instance of a class with
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attributes in the UML class model. Therefore, a data place was created to store the values
of the attributes of the object. The initial marking assigned to the data place is taken from
the UML class model initial values.
Note that Figures 5.23 through 5.25 illustrate the use of constant values as arc
inscriptions. These constant values, most of them strings, are taken from the initial
values defined for the message classes in the UML class model.

Figure 5.23. Operation Layer Subnet Representing the PumpController Object in the Pay
by Fast Pass Use Case.
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Figure 5.24. Section of Operation Layer Subnet Representing the PumpController
Object in the Purchase Gas Use Case.
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Figure 5.25. Operation Layer Subnet Representing the DriverTransaction Object in the
Purchase Gas Use Case.
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5.3.3 Manual Work
The manual work done in the gas station CPN model involved guard definition,
and code creation.
Figure 5.26 shows the object layer subnet representing the purchase gas use case.
A change to the object GasPaymentCalculator was required in this subnet. The object
GasPaymentCalculator is instantiated from a class with attributes in the UML class
model, requiring a data place in the object operation layer. This data place stores gas
grades and gas prices. The object GasPaymentCalculator provides the operation
CalculatePaymentAmount that receives two parameters, gas grade and gas amount, and
returns the product of gas amount and gas price. To be considered a valid operation
request, the value of the gas grade parameter has to be a valid value, that is, the value of
the parameter must be the gas grade in any of the gas grades stored in the data place.
This business logic is specified in the UML–based system model. Therefore, it has to be
translated manually into a guard region ([gg=#1(gpc)]) and into CPN ML code stored in a
code region. Both regions are associated with the transition representing the
GasPaymentCalculator object.
Figure 5.27 shows the modified object layer subnet representing the validate PIN
use case. Note that one guard region and one code region are associated with the
transition DebitCard. These two regions are a sample of how to simulate the interaction
with a data base in a CPN model. The data place DebitCard represents information about
debit cards in a data base. An initial marking is assigned to the data place. The guard
region and the code region are used to validate that a PIN number, represented by the
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variable pin, is a valid PIN number. Guard regions and code regions for validation
purposes were added in other subnets, such as charge for debit card use case object layer,
check for Fast Pass use case object layer, and validate credit card use case object layer.

5.3.4 Simulation of the CPN Model
Simulating the gas station system takes considerably more time than simulating
the stop and wait protocol system. All possible scenarios must be considered when
defining test data and translating them into initial markings. Three payment modes,
credit card, debit card, and Fast Pass, are available to the driver. Additionally, the card
number entered can be valid or invalid. The driver can choose among different gas
grades. However, it is possible to simulate only one specific scenario of the CPN model,
and gradually create new initial markings to simulate other scenarios, taking advantage of
the option for modifying initial marking offered by the Design/CPN simulator.
During the simulation process done in this study, several scenarios of the
modified gas station system protocol CPN model were simulated and the behavior of the
CPN model corresponded to what was expected based on the UML system specification.

5.4 Summary
This chapter has presented the validation of the prototype type using two systems,
the stop and wait protocol system and the gas station system. The CPN models generated
by the prototype tool have been described. The manual work required to obtain
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executable CPN models from the CPN model generated by the prototype tool has been
explained.

Figure 5.26. Modified Object Layer Subnet Representing the Purchase Gas Use Case.
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Figure 5.27. Modified Object Layer Subnet Representing the Validate PIN Use Case.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

This thesis addresses the problem of developing a software tool supporting the
transformation process of a large–scale UML–based system model to a CPN model, such
that the properties of the UML–based system model can be evaluated in the early stages
of the system’s life cycle. To solve it, a software tool was designed, developed, and
validated. This chapter describes the conclusions drawn from the results presented in
Chapters 4 and 5 and also describes future research.

6.1 Conclusions
The CPN model has three layers: the use case layer, the object layer, and the
operation layer. The prototype tool developed takes a UML–based system model as input
and generates the corresponding CPN model as output. The prototype is validated to
demonstrate that the transformation rules are correctly implemented and to demonstrate
that a CPN model derived from a UML–based system model behaves as it is expected.
Validation is done using two systems: the stop and wait protocol system and the gas
station system. Validation conducted in this study demonstrates that the development of
software tool support for transformation of large–scale UML–based system models into
CPN model is feasible.
Due to the differences in the representation of conditions and operation
specifications between a UML–based system model and a CPN model, CPN models
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generated by the prototype tool require manual work in order to get an executable model.
The size and complexity of the CPN model generated by the prototype tool depends on
the size and complexity of the UML–based system model represented by the CPN model.

6.2 Future Research
There are some aspects that require further research. One is how to map the
operational specifications of each class defined in a UML–based system model to CPN
ML code associated with the corresponding transition in the CPN model, in order to
decrease the amount of manual work required. An unexplored aspect is how to introduce
in a CPN model constraints defined in the associations among classes depicted in the
UML class model or expressed using the Object Constraint Language.
Further refinement of the transformation rules is required to define what to do
when there are multiobjects (sets of objects) participating in a collaboration diagram. In
addition, transformation rules between the UML–based system model and the CPN
model should be defined systematically. Metamodels (models of a model) can be used to
define relationships between the UML–based system model and the CPN model. The
transformation rules can be derived from the relationships defined in the metamodels.
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A Design/CPN XML file is an extended markup language (XML) document that
is used to store the structure of a colored Petri net (CPN) in the software Design/CPN. A
CPN XML file includes data to represent the modeling elements of a CPN model.
The CPN XML file consists of two big sections: nodes and connectors. Nodes
contain the information of transitions, places and some auxiliary elements that could be
used. For example, a box used to write the title of the page is an auxiliary element.
Connectors refer to arcs.
Transitions, places, and arcs contain regions. In Design/CPN terminology,
regions correspond to auxiliary elements that clarify the purpose of a transition or place
and define its characteristics. For example, a place always have an associated data type
(colorset) and may have an initial marking and a name. Regions in the CPN XML file
become child elements of the corresponding transition, place, or arc.
Arcs can only have one kind of region used to specify the corresponding arc
inscription. This inscription specifies the variables that are binded when the execution of
a transition removes tokens from an input place or creates tokens when transition sends
token to an output place.
The order in which child elements appear is not important. Transitions and places
can have more than one related region. However, some of the possible child elements of
a transition or a place are optional, depending on the conditions of the parent element.
For example, if a place does not have an initial marking, the corresponding child will not
appear in the Design/CPN XML file.
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A brief explanation of the purpose and meaning of each of the child elements in
the Design/CPN XML file follows.
<hierpage>
There is one hierarchy page for each CPN. This page contains a node for
each page in the CPN, including the hierarchy page. The hierarchy page reflects,
through substitution connectors between pairs of nodes, the hierarchy
relationships among the pages of the CPN. Contains: Page ID, name, layout.
Pages’ nodes
<pagenode>
There is one page node for each page in the CPN, including the
hierarchy page itself. Contains: pagenode ID, layout, text
<pgmodkey>
This child element is present only if the page it represents is a
prime page. In the case of the transformation from UML to CPN, the
only prime page is the Use Case Layer page. Contains: pgmodkey ID,
layout, text (page name and number)
<pagemode>
If a page is a prime page, this region contains an “M” to
indicate this condition. Contains: pagemode ID, layout
</pagemode>
</pgmodkey
</pagenode>
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Substitution connectors
<substcon>
A substitution connector connects a couple of pages’ boxes, to
indicate that a substitution transition in one page is substituted by another
page. Contains: substcon ID, orientation, page boxes to be connected
<substtag>
There is a label associated to every substitution connector,
which is used to indicate the name of the substitution transition.
Contains: substtag ID, layout, substitution transition name.
<substtag>
</substcon>
</hierpage>

<page>
There is one entry for global declarations and one for each page in the
CPN model. Contains: Page ID, name, layout.
Global declarations
<globdecl>
This child element is used to declare the colorsets and variables
that will be used in the network. Global declarations are usually the only
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element in a global declarations CPN page. However, there may be other
elements, such as transitions, places, and arcs.
</globdecl>

Transitions
<trans>
Transitions are defined in this child element. Contains: Transition
ID, layout, position, name
<aux–enab>
It is not very clear what this region defines, but it is present in
all the transitions. Contains: aux–enab ID, layout, position.
</aux–enab>
<cond>
If there is any condition (guard) associated to the transition, it
is defined here. Contains: cond ID, layout, position.
</cond>
<hier–key>
Indicates if this transition is associated with a subpage if it is a
substitution transition. The text associated is “HS.” Contains: hier–
key ID, layout, position.
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<hierarch>
Defines the name and number of the subpage associated to
the transition. Contains: hierach ID, layout.
</hierach>
</hier–key>
</trans>

Places
<place>
Places are defined in this child element. Contains: Place ID, name
(if no name region is specified), layout, position.
<type>
Type (colorset) of the place. It is defined based on the class
model in UML. Contains: Type ID, layout, position.
</type>
<name>
When the name is specified in a separated region, it is specified
in this child element. Contains: Name ID, layout, position.
</name>
<initmark>
Initial marking of a place. Not all places have this region.
Contains: Initial marking ID, layout, position.
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</initmark>
<mark–key>
Current number of tokens in the place. Contains: mark–key ID,
layout, position.
<mark>
Current marking (detail of tokens). Contains: Mark ID,
layout, position.
</mark>
</mark–key>
<portkreg>
Region to indicate the place is a port. The text associated is “P.”
Contains: Port ID, layout, position.
<portreg>
Port type: In, Out, or I/O. Contains: Port Type ID, layout,
position.
</portreg>
</portkreg>
Auxiliaries
<aux>
It can be used to define a label in a page. Contains: Auxiliary ID,
layout, position, text.
</aux>
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Connectors (arcs)
<arc>
Arcs are defined in this child element. Contains: Arc ID, layout, ID of
the place connected, ID of the transition connected, orientation (from place to
transition, from transition to place).
<annot>
An arc annotation (inscription) is a multiset which represents the
quantity and values of tokens to be removed or created when a transition is
executed. Contains: annot ID, layout, position.
</annot>
</arc>
</page>
Figure A.1 shows a map of a Design/CPN XML file.
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Declaration (version and encoding)
<workspaceElements> (root element of the document)
<cpnet>
Generator information (Design/CPN version)
Comments on XML file, verbose level and number of pages found
<hierpage>
Page nodes
<pagenode>
<pagemode> </pagemode>
</pagenode>
Substitution connectors
<substcon>
<substtag> </substtag>
</substcon>
</hierpage>
<page>
Global declarations
<globdecl>
</globdecl>
Nodes (transitions, places and auxiliaries)
Transitions
<trans>
<aux–enab> </aux–enab>
<cond> </cond>
<hier–key>
<hierarch> </hierach>
</hier–key>
</trans>
Places
<place>
<type> </type>
<initmark> </initmark>
<mark–key>
<mark> </mark>
</mark–key>
<portkreg>
<portreg> </portreg>
</portkreg>
</place>
Auxiliaries
<aux> </aux>
Connectors (arcs)
<arc>
<annot></annot>
</arc>
</page>
</cpnet>
</workspaceElements> (root element closing tag)

Figure A.1. Map of a Design/CPN XML File
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